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EDITORIAL NOTE 
The advent o f  the sophisticated CAS online search a s  a routine step in the preparation 
and support of just  about any serious research effort generates vast amounts of data 
which in many cases may also be useful outside the laboratory where they were generated. 

While the originators of such data sets in a number of cases will wish to base a 
full-blown review article (such as those traditionally published by Suffur Rc>port.s) on 
them there will always remain data sets where a traditional review article could be 
unwarranted fur uny  number of reasons. but which, appropriately edited, systematized 
into tables, and illustrated with structural formulas, figures, etc. would be of definite 
interest to a general readership. 

Our sister publication Sdfzrr  Lcttcrs has already recognized this need and introduced 
the Mi~i ircv ic~i i~  and the Micmrrvicii, forinat for material of this kind. 

However, more extensive compilations of electronically generated data cannot be 
accommodated within the space constraints of S d f i r r  Lcttrrs and therefore Su/fzrr 
I k p o r t s  is pleased to announce a new feature, the Arinotuted Data Slicer, to meet this 
challenge. 

The first contribution of this kind is featured in the present issue; similar contributions 
for future issues are highly encouraged as are reader comments and suggestions concern- 
ing our new feature. 

Alexander Senning 
Edit or 
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